STASH
a novel by David Klein

Publication Reviews
“Nimble storytelling style ... richly intertwined stories.” —Kirkus Reviews
“STASH is a masterly exploration of the pleasures and pitfalls of modern‐
day capitalism. David Klein writes with satirical flair, but also with
compassion for his characters.” —Howard County Times
“... Compelling. Fans of both domestic drama and corporate intrigue will
enjoy it.”—Library Journal

Author Reviews
“The flawed, saintly characters in David Klein’s ensnaringly provocative
novel find their way only through losing it first. This is as much the story
of a marriage as it is the unraveling of a suspenseful plot. And so it is as
much about intimacy as about betrayal and the violence we do to others
and to ourselves. STASH is satisfying on many levels, not least in its
moral ambiguity that lends complexity to a story well told.” —James
Landis, author of THE LAST DAY
“This is the kind of book that will keep you up at night, holding your
breath as you turn the pages.” —Sandi Shelton, author of KISSING GAMES OF THE WORLD

Five‐star reviews from BookBrowse First Impressions
“This read packs a punch from the beginning to the very end!” —Sharon S. (Stanley, N.C.)
“[A] seamless plot‐line that strikes at the myth of quiet, peaceful, and boring suburbia.” —James G. (Warwick, NY)
“Wow! From the first page, I was hooked.” —Bill L. (Hilliard, OH)
“Stash was extremely entertaining, fast‐paced, and well‐written. I thoroughly enjoyed it.” —Susan S. (Lafayette, CA)
“I would recommend this for book clubs. The ending, in particular, would be good fodder for conversation.” —
William B. (East Peoria, IL)

Five‐star reviews from Amazon Vine Voice
“The pages fly…lively, energetic, and easily accessible, but it is also thought provoking and ultimately bold.” —
switterbug (Austin, TX)
“I seriously finished this book in one day, and no, it’s not a quick read…it’s just THAT good!!” —M. Buehl “Informed
Mama” (Northern CO)
“Klein explores moral dilemmas without sermonizing.” —Jill Shtulman (Chicago, IL)
“What an amazing debut!” —Book Lover
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